PRESS RELEASE

Harbinger Announces Strategic Technology Partnership with
VEDX Solutions
Harbinger Systems, a leading technology provider in EdTech space becomes VEDX’s Associated
Vendor for integrating VR applications with conventional LMSs. This will help in seamless
delivery of virtual learning experiences and will also enable tracking of learning activities and
student outcomes.
August 06, 2021
Harbinger Systems, a global technology services company and a part of the Harbinger Group of
companies, announced a strategic partnership with the leading global EdTech firm VEDX
Solutions. As part of the partnership, Harbinger will help VEDX deliver engaging and interactive
Virtual Reality-based learning experiences for education and skilling programs. Harbinger will be
VEDX’s Associated Vendor for integrating VR applications with conventional Learning
Management Systems and providing technical capabilities to help measure student outcomes.
VEDX designs and creates customized solution packages for educational institutions by
incorporating the newest immersive technologies into their teaching and training programs.
Harbinger’s software integration and product engineering expertise, coupled with strong
instructional and visual designing capabilities, will help VEDX deliver transformational virtual
education to their growing ecosystem of education industry customers and partners. The
companies envision that the partnership will make the learning journey more engaging and
relevant, thereby creating opportunities to impart skills faster to meet the demands of a postmillennial job market.
“VEDX has built an enviable reputation of leading and transforming education through new-age
immersive technologies. We at Harbinger are passionate about the limitless possibilities of
making this happen by harnessing our three decades of product engineering and content
development expertise. As educational institutes look forward to actively engage and serve the
aspirations of the future generations in a largely virtual ecosystem, the Harbinger-VEDX
partnership will help them forge a path forward,” said Shrikant Pattathil, President of Harbinger
Systems.
“We at VEDX Solutions are committed to improving educational engagement through immersive
learning experiences. To do this, the learning objectives and assessment of those experiences
need to be a part of the process and we believe Harbinger has the tools and experience to help
us accomplish this”, said Jay Schnoor, CEO and Founder VedX Solutions Inc.

About Harbinger Systems
Harbinger Systems, a part of the Harbinger Group, is a global provider of software products and
services since 1990. Headquartered in Pune (India), Harbinger’s group companies include
Harbinger Systems, Harbinger Knowledge Products, and Harbinger Interactive Learning.
Harbinger serves its international customers through its offices in Pune (India), Redmond (WA,
USA), Dublin (CA, USA). With a significant number of customers primarily based in North America,
Harbinger operates in emerging and fast-growing technology domains such as HRTech, EdTech,
and HealthTech. The company also helps organizations with end-to-end eLearning design and
development services. Harbinger’s patented technology and sound thought leadership has
resulted in innovative tools for educators such as Raptivity, Quillionz, Skimthru, and OEM
frameworks.

For more information about Harbinger Systems, visit https://www.harbinger-systems.com
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